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An

extensive review of the literature of the phenomenon of

mental rehearsal (MR), or the act of imagining oneself performing
a behavior in anticipation of eventually·doing so, indicated that
MR could facilitate improved performance on varied motor skills.
An experiment which drew from previous studies in MR, incorporated
suggestions from.the literature, and used a novel measurement task
.
was conducted. The present study compared MR to physical practice
(PP), no practice

(N~),

mental rehearsal/physical practice

(MR/PP), and interference mental rehearsal (I).

~ombined

Five groups of

twenty subjects (N=lOO) played a hand-held video computer game in
a pre- and post-test

d~sign.

The present study hypothesized that

MR would improve performance scores in the video game task.

A sec-

ond hypothesis based on more recent trends in MR literature predieted that an MR/PP group might demonstrate more improvement

2

than the PP group.

A final hypothesis was that should MR/PP

not exceed PP in improved performance, the rank order outcome
from greatest to least improvement would be:

PP, MR/PP, MR,

NP, and I.
The results of the present study were in conflict with
reports in the literature and the pi1ot study, and
port the three hypotheses.

not sup-

~id

Subjects in all five treatment groups

improved performance significantly between the

pre~

and post-test

periods, however, none of the five treatment strategies demonstrated a statisticall:y significant improvement in performance.
The I group improved more based on mean percent improvement than
either the MR/PP or PP

g~ups.

The rank order prediction was not

supported in that the results of greatest to least· mean percent
improvement were as follows:

I, MR/PP, MR, NP-, and PP.

It is concluded that lack of significant improvement in performance using MR is most probably due to task related variables
of complexity, unpredictability, difficulty, and the external
pacing of performance that the video game task demands.

The data

are most consistent with literature reports which used complex
and difficult tasks and ones which were paced by external task
demands (i.e., the subject had to respond according to task demands rather than pacing his or ·her ·own performance).
the dat.a are consistent with reports that suggest

~R

fec.tive in· unpredictable, difficult, and externally

Further,

is

less ef,;;

pac~d t~sks

..

than in ones which are predictable, leas difficult, and self-paced.
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EXPE~IENCE,

CHAPTER I
INTROi>UCTION
The act of imagining oneself engaged in a situation and performing a behavior is a common one.

Individuals perform this

.,.

private act frequently and regularly.

As with all mental actions

this·imagined performance process is individualized, subjective,
and not immediately observable by others.
Mendoza and Wichman (1978) note that relating mental processes
such as this imagined performance to observable behavior is a
major challenge to psychology.

Attempts have been made over the

past fifty years to examine the phenomenon of imagining behavior
and the effect on the eventual behavioral outcome (MacKa7, 1981).
--~·

Many questions have arisen concerning this subject.

~oes

imagining or rehearsing a behavior in anticipation of eventual performance have any effect on the behavior when it is actually emitted?

Can use of this imagined rehearsal facilitate improved per-

formance of a behavior when it occurs?

These and other questions

have been extensively researched.
The subject of imagined performance appears in the literature
under a variety of names.

Mental practice, imaginary practice,

implicit practice, symbolic rehearsalL,_ imagined rehearsal and

men~

tal rehearsal are all terms which have been applied to thi.s phenomenon (Richards.on, -1967a)..

0

For purpo ses of the present study the

term mental rehearsal (MR) wil1 be

us~d.

The research findings in:MR show mixed results.

In his review

of the first thirty years of literature on MR Richardson (1967a)
concludes that on a variety of tasks subjects have improved

2

their physical

p~rformance

after spending time thinking about
....

or imagining themselves in the act of performing.
sumed that

~'

the cognitive, subjective,

task in the absence of

musc~ar

pr8:~tice

movement can help

It is asof a ph7sic.al.
f_acilita~e

learning and imp;rove performance of ac t'ual tasks ( $_amue1~," N~t~
J.)..

Richardson (1967a) notes that studies have focused on 'the·
utilization of

~R

to ai.d in skill acquisition, retention !J.nd

improvement in performance.

The present study will focus on the

area of improved

by the use ,of

performan~e

The ackno)f:t_e.~geme?lt

M~.

that MR exists and can be

investiga~ecJ

empirically, the numerous studies focusing on ·variable.a ot the subject,.-..a:nd the conclusion by all researchers that MR merits further.
inquiry suggest that more investigation is warranted.
~1969)

Oxendine

_suggests that just by the nature of the phenomenon_.MR is

difficult to observe and control~
recently interest in

MacKay~(l981) comment~ that

MR investigation has waned due to many dif-

ficulties in theoretical, conceptual, and
present in studying MR.

Further, the

methodologica~ isa~es

~ighly

.varied and often co1'-

flicting reports on MR throughout the literature add to

mak.ing' MR.

a complex topic of study.
The purpose of ·this thesis is to. investigate

·Of

parameter~

MR by reviewing_the literature, identifying some critical conceptual
issues, designing and implementing

~-

experiment in MR which incor-

porates suggestions noted by previous researchers, and utilizing
a novel measurement tool.

The basic hypothesis of the present study
..

is that MR can facilitate improved performance on a motor skill.

3

Theoretical considerations.

It is suggested by MacKa.y (1981)

that the existing examinations of MR in the literature have been
atheoretical in nature.

With the exceptions of Richardson (1967b),

Mendoza and Wichman (1978), and MacKay (1981_) the review of literature tor the present study- supporta that observation.

Investi-

gators in MR have examined numerous variables· within ·the ·subject
rather

th~n

attempted to advance a theoretical position.

A brief

review of the statements by the few theoretically oriented reseax•chers is in order.
Richardson (1967b) ·suggests what is called a psychoneuromuscular explanation for MR.

This explanation is based on the as-

sumption that during practice of a task the visua1 feedback of the
outcome is used to modify the muscular activity required to perform
the task.

Successive modifications of the physical activity.im..

prove the performance.

For example, visual feedback provided to

the subject on adjustments in body position, stance, arm movement,
air, and release at a taz:get may gradually improve dart

t·hrowin~.

Richa.rdson (1967b) suggests the possibility that these processes
may occur mentally without actual physical practice.(~P).

This

explanation relies on work by Jacobson (Cited in Richards.on, 1967
b) and Shaw (Cited in Richardson, l967b) which notes that imagin,ing a movement might serve to minimally innervate the muscles

essary to perform a task.

.n~:c~

Outcome f ~edback may not be needed if

the kinesthetic teed.back is tied to a well internalized m.odel of
successful performance.

Richardson (l967b) not.e.s that many more.

experiments are required before this explanation could be substantiated.
Mendoza and Wichman (1978) note that researchers have had to

4
extend and change conceptions about behavioral principles to
..

include cognitive aspects of behavi.or.

Explanations such as

stimulus-response paradigms or successive aproximations toward a
ta~get

behaYior have not been adequate to explain MR.

Mendo~a

and

wichman c1978) suggest that .what ~ccurs in Mn may in some .,~ay be
likened to observational or vicarious learning and the effects of
pasaj_ve behavioral alteration as describ_ed by Bandura (Cited in
1978)~

Mendoza & Wichman,

Mendoza and Wichman (1978) add that

a possible theoretical explanation for MR facilitating motor
learning might somehow

re.la~e

to situations in which subjects ar.e

reinforced for imagining and then successfully performing a pehavior
which has been observed in a model.

Mendoza and Wichman (1978)

admit that this is probably a tenuous hypothesis.
MacKay

~1981)

approaches theoretical issues in MR from an op-

.Posite perspective.

He suggests that investigators have used either

......

behavio.ral or cybernetic frameworks in

M~

research, and that both

..

are unhelpful. or in conflict with Ma effects •.
According to MacKay (1981) the behavioral framework requires
that learning is facilitated by strengthening stimulus-respons&
connectio·n~ and t.hen practic.il1g the behavior.

further

str~ngthen

becomes skilled.

Prac.tice serves to

the stimulus-response connections and the behavior
To MacKay _(1981) MR is a •,que~tionable phenomenon 1
the~efore

since no b.ehavior is actually performed, and

M:R is ir-

..

relevant in a behavioral framework.
behavior in

:r-m

Further,
,

t~ere
.

..

is no e.mi.tted

~.

and there can be no strengthening or E;ensory f'.eed-

back as a result of MR.

It is for these reasons that MacKay (1981)

thinks the behavioral framework is inadequate.
The cybernetic framework receives similar criticism.

Neither

5
output or

feedbac~,

both of which are necessaey requireme.nts

in a cybernetic framework are present in MR.

~cK.ay

Therefore,

(1.981) suggests the cybernetic framework is inadequate.
...

. ...

It

mus~

be noteu that in the

theore~ical c~iticisms

of MR

note.d by MacKay (1981) he specif'ie~ purely menta.l practic~·· ~r MR

·in ·the absence

~.f ai;iy

preceeding i:'P to .. familiarize the subject with

the task to be mentally rehearsed.
st~essed

Numerous investi:gators: have

the necessity of pairing MR with PP of the task for MR

to be most effective.
~

Whether the criticisms of behavioral and

cybernetic· frameworks are made with.MacKay's (1981)

acknowledgemen~

or ignorance· of the necessity of paired MR and PP is-beside the
point, however, MacKay (1981) notes in the conclusion of his report
that paired MR and PP constitute the most efficient use of

MR~.

MacKay (1981) advances his own rather complex theoreti~iu.
explanation for MR based on an e~rlier · i·~vestigation (MacKay &
Bow:man, 19G9) involvi~g u~e-·o:f MR in a sentence production task.
This physiologically· oriented theory suggests the presence of
'nod~s' or collections of one or more interco~~~cted neurons ar-

ranged into heirarchical. sequences which are activated by a particular action be it mental or muscular.

The mental nodes

(~top

the heirarchy and few in n'1mber) are activated during MR whereas
the muscular nodes (lower in the heirarchy and many in number)
not engaged until a behavior is performed..

This 'priming•.

vating the sequences of nodes) occurs when MR is done.

a~e

(~cti

Skilled,
....

performance of a behavior results from repeated performance of an
action, and the speeding up of activation occurs with PP.
The results of the MacKay and Bowman (1969) study support
MacKay •a. . (1981) theoretical position~

.

.

In the sentence production

.6
tasks used.,.s.ubjects performed equally well whether in a MR or
PP group .... MacKay {1981)

~ugges~ts

that similar activation se-.

quences. occur in MR and PP, and therefore, MR will be most effective if paired with

P~.

It must be noted that

~acKay

(1981) confines his theory to

sentence produc.tion, and supports his position with references from
~n Mac~y

speech and<hearing tasks.

sentence production translating
phrase~.

and Bowman,(1969) the task was

_Ge~man

phrases to English.

These

were performed in a MR condition anqa PP condition.

This

task is a considerable variation from virtually all MR tasks

~n

the literatl.1re, as speech production i_s not a simµ.ar motor skill
to such things as free-throw. shooting (Vandell, Davis, & Clugston,
Mac~'s (1981) task

1943) or pursuit rotor Cqxendine, 1969).

is an atypical measurement device and does not seem related
other tasks reported in the

~

literature.

~o

It is questionable if'

a speech production task and its qualities are generalizable to
other MR tasks.
While the present study does not attempt to advance a the- ,
oretical positiori, :some considerations of the ideas of
and

Wichman~(l978)

(1967b) offers a
it~on,

and MacKay (1981) are in order.

tentative_explanation~

Mendoz~

Richardson

not a theoretical pos-

and suggests .that more research is nece.ssary before- that

explanation could be supported.
MacKay (1981) .appears to be criticizing the behavioral frame-·
work as if it were still enmeshed<in the radical behavioral tradition of years passed.

~imiting

MR to a ,•,questio,nable phenomenon•

(MacKay, 1981) narrows the scope of Behavioral Theory to the radical
past.

Thia immediately el,iminates advances in more contemporary

7
Cognitive-Behavioral Theory whic.h includes su.ch concepts as
mediating

cognit~ve

behavi~r,

and the notion that thinking is behaving (Bandura,

1977;

and symbolic factors which effect emitted

Meichenbaum, 1977).
Mendoza and Wichman (1978) suggest a view that is more com-

patible . with
Behavioral
Theory, considering MR to be a
. .. Cognitive
·.
.....
.-· ....
-.

.,

'

'

process which facilitates skilled behavior.

Watson

a~d

,-

Tharp

(1981) note tha~ MR 'is an. establi~hed mediati_onal process rec·~gnize4.

in behavior analysis, behavior therapy, and self-directed behavior
change.

Further, Wolpe•s (Cited in Martin & Pear, ·J.:978) use··ot

MR as part of his systemat_i_c

desensitizati~n

as used in many s_ports (Mahoney, i9?9;

imagery process,_- MR

Suinn, 1972, 1977) to im-

prove_a1;hletic performance, and MR as preparation for behaviorsin-situation in self-management
(Williams
.
~

& .~b'hg, ·19?.5)

.

MR as a recogni~d p·a:rt of Cognitive· Behavi9r_al Theory.
th~se uses of

attest to
All of

MR' ~an be understood within that theoretical frame-

work.
The present study suggests that many of the theoretical issues

in MR can be treated from a Cognitive Behavioral perspective.
Empirical findings.

A highly significant and important con-

tribution to the literature was made by

Richardson~s

review of the first thirty years on MR research.

(1967a, b)

He reviewed

twenty-one experiments and in his conclusion noted that eleven
had shown positive results in

improv~ng·performance

by use of MR.

Richardson (1967a) cited seven studies showing positive trends that
indicated MR wa·s effective in acquisition, retention, and improved
performance of motor tasks.
findings.

Only three studies reported negative

8
Richardson (l967a) examined variables influencing individual

differences in performa..ll:ce noted throughout.the literature.

Such

factors as abstract and mechanical reasoning ability, inteliigence,

kinestheaia, and selective attention were found to be unrelated to
· the

effectivene~s

of MR by correlational studies.

Imagery ability,

games ability, and motor apil.ity were factors which Richardson .

(1967a) suggested could benefit from further experimental at..

.

~ention.

.

The overall conclusions from this literature review

suggest that de~pite many method inaaequacies. in re~earc~ design,
MR could significantly improve performance on motor tasks.

Further

and more specific suggestions that the degree of task f'amiliarit7,

the effects of paired MB and PP, alternated MR/PP trial.st the

dur~

ation of MR utilized, ... and the addition of an Interference (I) group
which inentally

by Richardson

rehearse~

a behavior unrelated.to the task

wer~

noted

~196?a).

Some investigators have indicated less effective results ¥ith
MR than have .other investigators.

These studies (Richardson, 1967a)

did not report any consistent conclusions as to the failure of MR
..

....

to be effective, nor did they
The MR studies.up to

illu~trate

~ichardson's

any trends in MR failure.

(1967a, b) review followed

a usu.al method of randomly assigning subjects to one of three
experimental
groups:
.

MR, PP, and
No Practice (NP).
.

participated in a pre- and post-test design.

P~

Subjects

subjects con-

tinued to practice the task to be performed d~~ing.the treatment
condition phase.

MR subjects mentally rehearsed_ the task to be

performed, and NP subjects did nothing during the treatment condition phase.
Upon eompletion of the post-test., the performance scores. of

9
the subjects were c;:ompared.
a

succe~sful

I.n some cases the score consisted of

or unsuccessfUl·completion of the task, while in

others a numerical score·was obtained.

Virtually all studies

demonstrated that PP showed the greatest improvement in per~lR

formance.

followed

w~~h
'

than

~.

improved performance, but less so

.

while NP showed little or no improvement in performance

(Rich~~dson, ~i96.7a).

As

noted ·by. Richardson (1967a) the latest trend in MR re-

search is to examine combinations of MR and PP.
investigated pairing MR
.
.

an~

These experiment~

PP, and. genarally compared
performance
.

on varied tasks to purely MB groups,

~p

alone groups, NP

s~oupt:l,

and in some cases, varied proportions of MR/PP combined •. Res'~·ts
indicated a positive trend. for pairing MR and
MR would be most effectively
(Corbin, 1967;

utiliz~d

Johnson, Note
2;
.

~P,

sugges.ting that

if combined with actual PP

Oxendine,
•'
. 1969;

Stebbins, 1968·r.

Other investigators since .¥ichardson (196?a, b) have utilized
the earlier PP, MR, and NP designs, and have confirmed previous
reports that MR is more effective than NP, but less effective 'than
PP in improving performance (Kohl & Roenke;r, 1980;
Wichman, 1978;

McBride & Rothstein, 1979;

Mendoza & ,

Samuels, Note

l>~

While a major focus in MR research has been as noted, experimenters have examined a multitud·e of variables within MR, and
a variety of conclusions have· be.en suggested in the literature.
Some conceptual issues involving these variables are significant.
Conceptual considerations.

For purposes of the present study

it is assumed that the variables examined by researchers in MR can
fall into one of three categories:

cognitive

respons~ var~ables,

motor response variables, and cognitive-motor response variables.

10

It is within these categories that particular variables relevant
to the present study will be placed.

Cognitive response variables

are ones which involve the mental, cognitive, and symbolic rehearsal itse.lf.

Motor response variables are ones which involve

the task used to measure the effectiveness of the MR.

Cognitive-

motor r.esponse. variables are ones which involve the overall process
of MR, or the learning of a task, mentally rehearsing the task, and
performing the behavior.
Cognitive response variables.

-

Some conclusions relative to

cognitive response variables have been reported in the literature •
.Powell (19?3) examined the· effects of positive MR {subjects iinagine
themselves successfully performing the tarf;et behavior) versus
negativ~

MR .<subjects· ima~ine

themselves ~successrui1y performing

the target .behavior l on a dart throwing task.
that what a subject
fectiveness of Iater

im.~gines

Results indicated
. • ..

-·-.

has a great deal to do with the ef•

performan~~·

Subjects experiencing positive

MR performed significantly better than subjects experiencing
the
.
~

negati~~.. MR (Poweii~ 1973).

Oxendine (1969) reports that varied IQ levels do not effect
-

either ability to imagine nor the o·utcome of behavior when using

MR.
Samuels (Note 1) incorporated Richardson's (l967b) suggestion to include an Interference

~R

(I) group in his study,

however, results of that group when:compared to NP, MR, and

are not

P~

~eported.

Clark (1960) reported that MR was not as successful if used
purely, that is, without any PP to familiarize the subject with
the task to be completed.

°11

Johnson (Note 2) suggests that for MR to be effective subjects should be able to symbolize the desired performance outan..~

come,

A
o~.

be properly instructed in the MR technique

f~nal

be used.

cognitive response variable come·s from the literature

psychotherapy and sports psychology.

ation _"to

t~

enhan~e

MR.

This is the use ot relax-

Meichenbaum (1:-_97.7) notes several varied types.

of relaxation_ training used by psychotherapists to further imagery
in~.

It· is thought that relaxation prepared the subject to be

more receptive to imagining (Ra~hman, cited in Meichenbaum, 1977).
Although Wolpe

(~ited

in Martin & Pear, 1978) used relaxation

as part of creating
an incompatible
response to anxiety in
.
.
.
.
"

systemati~ ·desensitiza~ion,·

it is

have been facilitated as well.
Mahoney, 1979 ), and Suinn

poss~ble

that the imagery may

Mahoney (19791, Singer (Cited in

(~9?21

19??) suggest that the effective-

ness of MB might be enhanced if the subject is trained in relaxation.

Studies with athletic performance have utilized relaxation

in this manner (Mahoney, 1:979 )"..:
Cognitive response variables being used in the present study
.

.

.

are that of PP to help the subject build' task·~familiarity, instructed MR to help the subject symbolize the desired task outcome,
an Interference MR (I) group to balance the MR group, and a brief
relaxation period prior to MR to help the subject enhance 'imagery.
Motor response variables.

Thes·e variables are ones which

pertain to the task used to measure the effectiveness of MR.

They

are the behavio.rs that are required to successfully perfo:rm the
action which is· facilitated by MR.
There are several conceptual areas regarding motor response
variables which the present study views as problematic.-

It is
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s·uggested that these conceptual. problems have.

c~ntributed

to some

of the difficulty in interpreting the MR literature.
Richardson· (196?b) notes that researchers have failed to report any infohnation regarding the reliability or appropriateness

of the tasks selected to measure MR.

Still

~a'P-1

investigators·

draw conclusions about the effectiveness of MR based on aspects
of the task.

The literature review for the present study

supp~rti;s

this observation by Richardson (1967b), and suggests that a lack-of
operational definitions in four conceptual areas make drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of

~

··Simple versus complex tasks.

based on tasks problematic.
This is the. first area of

conceptual difficulty.

Phipps and Morehouse (1969) used a gym-

nastics hock swing to a

parall.~l

bar, a jump-foot (subject hol.ds·

right foot with left hand and jumps

the ring made

throu~h

the

w~th

left foot), and a soccer hitch ki~k-rated r~spectively from simple
'

to complex tasks.

•

• >

-

MR

Phipps and Mo:rehouse (196?) report that

is

more effective when used with a simple skill. 9 and·.therefore, MR
effectiveness is dependant upon the

compl~x~ty

of the task.

Corbin (1967) suggests that MR and PP may be equally ef-'
fective -relative to.'. the subjects' skill levels and the complexity
of the task•
.

. - .

.

Mendoza and Wichman (19?8) questioned whether MR wou1d be as
effective with complex tasks as it

~as

with their simple dart throw.

Smyth (19?5) used mirror drawing and pursuit rotor tasks to
--

.

.

·-

..

measure the effectiveness of

~m,

and concluded that a well-thought-

out, C01'tplex task should be used as a measurement devi·ce- in future
MR research.
In all of these studies investigators address simplicity or
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comp1exity of tasks, commented on the effectiveness of MR, and
related this effectiveness to task difficulty..

However, none of

these investigators attempted or advanced an operational definition
for the concepts of simple or complex.
.

..

.

'

It appears as if simple
.

..

o• complex ia implied by'virtue of the task itself;

-

but is mirror
...

drawing.more complex than dart throwing?

Without an operational

definition, simplicity or "compl_exi~y of a task is problematic.
For purposes of the present study it is suggested that

rath.~r

than differentiate a task as simp:ie or complex by implic-~tio~,
witho~t

a definition, and_ as separate and distinct categories,

simple and complex can be placed at" opposite ends of a continuum.
Tasks can be placed along the continuum based on the number, kind,
.

.

.

range,of movement, and rate of responses to stimuli required to
successfully_~omplete

the task.

The task to be used can be .com-

pared to other tasks used. in MR research ?S to simple or compl_ex.
For example, a l.asketball ,·free-throw (Clark, 1960) consists
of five easily identified response clusters:

positioning the ball

in the hands, aiming at the basket, drawing the arms up and.back
to prepare to shoot, propelling the ball forward, and releasing it.
Mirror drawing (Smyth, 1975) requires looking into the mirr:or,
placing the pencil to paper,
to draw the modelled object.

and

by moving the pencil, att~mpting

Juggff~g-balls (Corbin, 1967) con-

sists of constant movement of the head, arms, and hands which
occurs for the duration of
dropping the object.•

~he tas~

or until an error is made by

Assigning simple or complex as labels to _the

above tasks is obviously problematic.
Juggling as compared to free-throw shooting is more

compl~x

because it requires many more responses to stimuli based on the
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number and kind, the continuous movement, and the
of movement

requi~ed

faste~

to successfully perform. the task.

rate
To draw

conclusions about task complexity or simplicity and to evaluate
the effectiveness of

Ma

in the absence of some way to place the

task relative to difficulty and to other tasks could be avoided
by use of an operational definition such as the above, and by
placing the tasks on a continuum.
Operational definitions and placing tasks on a continuum
of simple to complex could assist investigators.in teasil'.lg out
aspects of MR and task difficulty which might more clearly define
'.

how to improve MR effectiveness.

•#

-

•

The investigator might simply
....

count the number of responses, the kind, the movements and

r~tes

of responding, and consult the literature for simil1ar tasks which
might compare operat1onally.

The process would be much like· the

free-throw, mirror drawing, and juggling examples.

It is beyond

the scope of the present study to examine all of the tasks in the
MR literature in a similar way to the above examples, but a sample
continuum appears in the Appendix.
Fine.versus gross motor tasks.
.. - .

.

~

,

area of conceptual difficulty.
.

..

.

Thia is "the second

There appears to be a lack of

.,.

an operational definition for these distinctions as well.

Investi-

gators have not ope.x:-B;ti,onally defined whether a task is represent~
ative. of

a fine

or gross. motor skiJ.1·, as no study in the literature

reviewed
here made. a clear distinction.
..
It would appear that

f~ne

motor tasks were used by_

~ohl·

& '

~~oenker .(i980), Oxendine -(1969), ~~muels (Note 1), and Smyth (1975)
'

..

-with their Use of a pursuit rotor as the measurement task.
Bubin-Rabson (Cited :I.~ Richardson, 1967a) u~ed a piano ke~boai-d
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taak, and Perry (qited in Richardson, 1967a) used a card handling
and pegboard task.

It would seem that these examples would be

considered fine motor skills.
A majority of investigators have used what

moior skill tasks.

a~pear

to be._ gross

Such. tasks as gymnastics moves (Gilmore, Note .3;
'

Phipps & Morehouse, 1969), basketball shooting (Clark, 1960;
Vandell, et .. al., 19431~ soccer kicb (~end:Lne,

Oxendine, 1969;

1969;

Phipps & Morehouse,

P,Qwell, 1973;

l~.69), dart~

(Me_ndoza & Wichman, 1978;

Vandell, et al., 1943), and ball and p~dd1~ tasks

(Egstrom, 196'+.;

McBride &

Rothst~in~

1979) have been used. · l>espite-

the obvioua distinction that fine m·otor tasks differ from gross
motor tasks depending on whether smaller or larger muscle groups
are used, no further distinctions are made.
.

•··

It is suggested by the present study that distinguishing
·rine from gross motor tasks without an operational definition
is problematic, particularly if MR effectiveness is to be more

critically evaluated in future research.

This study differentiates

gross· motor tasks ·rrom fine b~sed on ·the number of body .areas
utilized-:and the range of motion required to successfully perform
the

task~

For

ex~ple,

a pursuit rotor task would utilize arm, wrist,

and hand mu~cle groups, ·a limited body area, and a limite~ range
of

~otion,

while a soccer kick would utilize both upper

body areas, the

~uscle

large range of motion.
problem of fine

v~rsus

an~

lower

groups in the hips, leg, and foot, and a

By utilizing a continuum approach to the .
gross motor tasks, each task cou1d be

measured by the above operations and

c~mpared

to other MR tasks.

l.6
The
this

pres~nt

study

continu~,

d~s

not place tasks in the MR literature on

but an example of the model

Familiar versus, unfamiliar tasks•

app~ars

in the Appendix.

This is the third area

of conceptual diff;i.culty
in.motor response variables.
.
.
.-..
...

doubly dif'ficu;Lt in that· a
parameters:

dist~nction

This area is

needs· to be made along two
expe~iment-sp~~.ific

overall task familiarity and

familiarity.
Richardson (196?a, b) and Macl{ay (1981) in their reviews of
the MB literature criticize MR exp~riments
for using
familiar tasks
.
.
.
'.

such ·as basebal1 t.hrows,

'

bas~etball

.

~

shots, da'rt throws,· and ba1l

kicks with which subjects are like1y to have had previous exposure

in the natural environment.

This overall task familiarity is de-

scribed as a confound to· MR effectiveness.

Clark (1960), · Corb.in

(1967), Johnson (Note 2l,. and Smyth (1975) found that MR was not
..

as effective with subjects who wereCfamiliar with the task used.
Y~t

as

Richardso~

(l967a) notes, it has been reported that some

familiarity with the task is necessary for effective use of MR,

and that PP which builds familiarity with the task
the effectiveness of MR must be paired with it.
because different
distinct

~reas

researchers.~

of familiarity;

and~enhance,s

This is misleading

are apparently referring to separate,

that of

over~ll

familiarity of

task as likely to appear in the natural environment, or task
familiarity within an experiment-specific situation.

How much

of such type of f8J!1iliarity is required.for effective MR?

Should

xhe task be an·unfamiliar (overall) task or unfamiliar experimentspecific task?

Must the task be so novel that subjects have had

positively no experience with it-?

These questions regarding the
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issue of fantiliar·versus unfamiliar tasks confuse the interpretation of the reported results of the effectiveness of MR.

No

distinctions appear to have been made in the literature.
The present study suggests the use of a continuum on two
overall task (familiar to unfamiliar) and experiment-

levels:

specific task (familiar to unfamiliar).
~ichardson

(196?b).comments that future MR research shoul.d

utilize tasks which are not advantageous to any subject group.
As

f~r

overall task familiarity, the _chosen task coul_d be

me~

ured
by inquiring as to the subjects•' p.,revious exposure to the
.
task.

For

have had

ex~ple,

experienc~

it is ·likely

that.relati~ely

few subjects:

with a pursuit rotor task outside

a~

exper-

,

imental situation, while many ~ubje~~~ have thrown a dart or kicked
a ball.

This problem of overall task famil~arity should be addres.

.

sed in selection of the task, and considered before drawing con- .
.

.

.

clusions regarding the effectiveness of MR with familiar and unfamiliar tasks.

Placing the task relative to other tasks based

on subjects' familiarity might assist researchers in determining
to what degrees familiarity and previous
..

~xposure

to a task will

.

effect performance after MR and how previous familiarity can be
~ff ected by ~·

Smyth (1975) suggests using a novel task ratlier.t~a.n. one which
;is w.ell. known and.offering subjects'a pre-test period in which to
familiarize themselves with the task.

This

suggesti~n

to relate to eJ_Cperiment-specific task familiarity.
.

The

subject~

mea~µre-

.

ment of experiment-specific familiarity may be tied to
of time

appears

have with a nove1 task prior to MR.

t~e

.

amount

Researchers
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could use ~ experiment-specific continuum of familiar ~o unfamiliar and compare their subjects• time with the novel task
to other MR studies.
These continua might assist

~esearchers

ainbiguo.\is area of task familiarity.

in dealing with the

While the present study will.

not attempt to place previous experimental tasks on these continua,
an example of the model appears in the
Open versus closed tasks.·

~~pendix.

This is the fourth area of

conceptual difficulty in motor response variables.
ition of task
ture.

is~ues

was

approach~d

McBride and Rothstein (1979)

A novel defin-

by one atudy in the MR literadistinguish~d

tasks as to

whether they were to be considered open or closed tasks based on
several characteristics.
Open tasks are ·ones which take.place in an open environment, are unpredictable, unstable, ever-changing, and require the
anticipation and prediction of moving objects.

The motor skills

are termed externally-paced or open skills.
Closed tasks are ones which take place in a closed environment, are predictable, a.table, fixe-d, .. and involve
objects.

station~ry.

These motor skills ·_are termed self-paced or closed skills.

This approach is unique in all the

MR literature ,.in that it

closely examines task issues, suggests a new categorizing of tasks,
and tests that approach experimentally.
comment.

This study merits further

In their literature review Mc~ride and' Rothstein (1979)

place many previous experiments in their open and closed
categories.

For example, pursuit rotor (Oxendine, 1969), juggling

(Trussel, cited in McBride & Roth~tein, 1979), and paddle ball
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(Egstrom, 1964) tasks are considered open
s~bjecta

sk~ll

tasks as the

must be constantly working to keep pace (externally-

paced) with an unpredictable, unstable, and ever-changing task.
Free-throw shooting (Clark, 1960) and ring toss (Twining, 1949)
are examples of closed tasks as subjects pace themselves and the
demand characteristics of the experiments are fixed, stable, and
predictable.

Thia process of after-the-fact assignment of previous

experiments .t:o novel ~at~gories ·is the. only attempt to deal with
..

task issues in a clearly defined manner in the

pr~sent

...

-

literature

review.
McBride and Rothstein (1979) designed a ball and.paddle~t~sk
which

extende~.a

study by

~gstrom

(1964).

The task utilized a

stationary bal1 held up by a stand and struck at a wall target by
a paddle.

This was consider~d a closed task.

a chute and struck at the same
open task.

A b~ll ejectad from

by the paddle served as an

ta~get

Since the same target was used for both conditions,
..

the scoring or measurement method was identical.

McBrid~ ~nd

Rothstein (1979) had argued that in the reports of other ,MR studies,
.

·~

..

-·-

~

where no distinction had been made between open and closed skills,
the measurement scores

reflecting~

in an incorrect and unrelate~ manner.
report that

~heir e~periment

effectiveness, were compared
McBride an·a Rothstein (1979).

asserts.to use a design and measurement·

created to equalize comparison scores on open and closed skills.
The results of the study which used six experimental groups.
(open skill/Mll,·
open skill/PP, open skill MR/PP combined, closed
,.,_
.

..

skill/MR,_ closed skill/PP, closed skill
the trend of recent MR studies.

MR/P~

Co~bined

combined) followed

MR/PP in alternating
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fashion demonstrated greater improvement than with either MR or PP
alone.

As predicted, the open. skill was .performed less

~ccurately

than the closed skill in all treatment conditions (McBride &
~othstein,

While

1979).
~his

study is unique

a~d

the only one which

a~pears t~

.·
operational1y define motor response variables, some aspects are

still

The mo~or response task variables are aseigne~

confusing.

>

•

••

to either/or categories which the present study suggests may be
an artificial distinction.
widen the scope of

~ask

The present study suggests that to

variables and to contribute to

gre~ter

clarity in future research, a continuum approach should be utilized
with regard to open and closed sk:il.la..

Upon closer examination

open and closed skills appear a bit less distinct than
by McBride and Rothstein (1979).
~unpred+.ctable,

suggest~d-

The. characteristics of op~n skills

unstable, ever-changing, and requiring anticipation

and prediction of moving objects) are not static conditions which
can be clearly distinguished from closed skills (predictable,
f~xed,

atab~e,

and stationary) because of the time and duration of the

.experiment•
~or

example, although a. purs.uit· -rotor (open skill) is un-

predictable, unstable, ever-changi~g, and re<l:uiring anticipation
of a moving object (the t~rget dot), it is predictable in'that it
will circle at a particular.r.p.m.;
not alter its· patte.rn

011

..will continue t.o circle;

it is st~ble in that is will

the tu,ntable;

it is fixed in that it

and it is sta·tionary in that the device··

will not move about the table on which it sits.

A basketball

free-thrc;>w {closed skill):' is predictable, stable, fixed, and
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stationary in that the goal ·itself has the preceeding characteristics.

However, the shot will be effected by the_ spin on the

ball, the stability of the release, the forward thrust, the
stance of the shooter, the

such factors present.
ness to the task.

aim~

and the wide range of variability

All of these· f aetors bring a degree of open.

While these

•

critic~sms

.

t

may

~eem

minute, the

present study suggests that as in other problematic conceptual
·areas in motor response task variables, a continuum of open to
closed skills may be a way to more clearly evalµate tasks.

As

with other des·criptions of cont_inua, this would allow researchers
~

to place their tasks relative to other MR tasks.
The distinction of externally-paced versus.self-paced tasks
suggested by McBride and Rothstein (1_979) is an- excellent one, _and
the present study sees no criticism of that
study

shoul~ ~?nsider

characteristic~

that aspect, as it seems MR

wo~ld

be

· Further
mos~

effective when there is time for the subject to approach the task
on a self-paced basis.

This should be considered in future MR

research.
A sample contiriuUm. for pJJacing tasks along open to

cl~~ed-

·

skills appears in the Appendix.
Cognitive•motor response variabies.

..

which involve

t~e proces~

These variables are ones

of MR from beginning to behavioral out-

come, or the experience of becomf11g ·familiar with a task, utilizing

.
MR to imagine

performa~ce,

'

.Performing the behaviort and meas_uring

the effectiveness of MR based on.the outcome.
This overall process of cognitive-motor response. variables
-.
'

~

or the MR itself has not been the major focus of empirical research.
MacKay (1981) notes the focus on variables within MR occupying the
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greatest extent of the research.

With the

exc~ption

of Mendoza

and Wic~an (1978), a study which utilize,d ?1R w~th and without
muscle --movement, most of the literature reports are directed at
schedules of combined MR and PP..

Researchers have varied the

proportions of combined MR/PP and measured these against MR and
PP alone (Egstrom,

1969;

1964;

McBride & Rothstein, 1979;

Samuels, Note 1l.

1'hese studies follow the

Oxendine,

sug~estions

of

(1967a, b) S!lJ11m.aries which report that MR is most

Richardson'~

""z• ...

~

•

...

ef':tective when combined with PP.
Egstrom (1964) report~d that MR could. be most useful. if done
·~

.

in s.uccessive MR/PPMR/fP t~ials. McBride and Rothstein (1979)
...
substantiat$ this finding in their study •hich alternated MR/PP
I

•,,

.

.

.

combined in a series of trials and showed improved performance

in~

both of their open and closed skill areas.
Oxendine~(l969}

undertook the most exhaustive study of

proportions of MR/PP noted in the literature.

He varied the

proportions of time spent in MR/PP according to the following
schedules:
t,
2

-

Group l

- 8 trials overt PP, O trials MR;

6 trials overt PP,

2· trials MR;

PP, 4 trials MR; and Group

~

Group 3

- 2 trials overt

Group

- 4 trials overt
~P.,

6 trials MR.

Oxend;ine (_1969.) -suggests ·that as much as a 1 :1 proportion of
combined MR/PP can be e.ffective to improve performance on a motor
.

task.

..

..

.

Oxendine (1969) concludes that further study should be done

al.ternating MR and·: ·PP as well as varying the proportions of time
spent in each condition.
Clark (1960) noted that it was
evalua~~ ~~~

the

variable~ effecti~g

fol~y

to attempt to

a motor skill.

~ccura~ely

While the

present study does not attempt to do that, it is suggested that
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many of the techniques reported by other

inves~igators,

many

conclusions drawn about MR from the literature, many suggestions
for future study, and many conceptual issues will be incorporated
into the pr.eaerit study.

A :summary of. these factors- to be included·

in the present study follows.
S~ary

of theory 1 empirical findings

~d

conceptual issues.

The literature of MR presents many complex findings.

For purposes

of cla!ity, summarizing the relevant and significant findings which
pertain to .the present

1.

st~dy

must be reviewed.

The phenomenon of MR is ac~owledged as a real psych-

ological issue as evidenced by fifty years of study and reports
in the psychological•literature.
2.

Investigators have suggested that MR merits further study.

3.

An agreed upon theoretical position has not been advanced

for MR; however, characteristics of MR and its uses in learning,
· behavi_or analysis, psycho-therapy, and sports suggest that it may
fall

wi~hin

4.

a Cognitive Behavioral framework.

Numerous experiments have found MR to be e.n effective

method of learning and improving performance on motor skills using
a variety of measurement tasks.

5.

In early MR research a general design method had been used

which compared MR to PP and NP.

6.

Reports in the early literature generally support that

of .previously mentioned groups:

MR showed ·.more improvement than··

NP, but less im.proveraent than PP.

?.

In later MR research it was suggested that MR was most

effective when paired with PP.

B.

In later MR reports appearing in

the literature some
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~.onflict

existed as to whether PP continued to demonstrate the

greatest improvement in performance, or if MR/PP was superior to
actual PP.

9.

The present study
suggests that there are conceptual
' .
.
.

and definitional issues present in the MR literature which relate
to cognitive response variables, motor re~ponse. variabl~s, and
cognitive-motor response variables

io.

co~bined •.

Cognitive response variables of relaxation prior .to

MR, instructed MR to help subjects: rehearse, five minute sessions
so as to avoid subjects.• distraction, and creation of an Interferenc.e. mental rehearsal ~I) group to be included in experiments
..

have been suggested for future research.

11.

Motor response variables present conceptual and

definitional problems as there have not been operational
for

su~h

de~initions

areas as simple versus complex tasks, fine versus gross

motor skills, familiar versus unfamiliar tasks, and open versus
closed tasks.

This has made clarification of aspects of the ef-

fectiveness of MB. complex and unclear.
12.

Novel tasks of varying complexity utilizing different skills,

and ones not advantageous to any particular subject group have been
suggested for future· MR

re~earch.

13. A.cognitive-motor response. variable, that of schedules-,
:

combining MR/PP has been reported to enhance the effectiveness of

MR.

Indications are that further research is needed in comparing

MR/PP to PP,

MR,

and NP.

In summary, each of the preceeding considerations were. incorpo~ated

into the present

Report of Pilot Stu<iy.

s~udy.

A pilot study was. conducted to
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so~e

examine
erature.

of the major effects of MR as reported in the lit-

This study was conducted·:

to test the effectiveness of

MR as a means to improve performance on a motor task;

to test

the hypothesis that a group using MR .would improve thei_r performance on a motor task more effectively than a group in condition
I, but less effectively than a group using PP;
measurement device (a
in the present study).';

hand~held,

to test the novel

video computer game

~hich

is used·

to evaluate
the experimental
design and
. .
. ..
st~dy;

procedures to be used_in the present

and to familiarize

this i~:vestigator with aspects of condu~_~ing independant research
prior to proposing this thesis.
Method •
.The subjects were lO female and 8 male {N=l8)

.Subjects·.

college students in an upper division psychology course taught by
th~

experimenter.

Participation was

was given for participation.

vo;t..unt~ry ,·

and extra credit

'
All subjects were inexperienced· video

game players, played video games less· than once weekly, and had
never played the game uaed as the measurement device.
Apparatus.
Cosmic

Fire~Aw~

The apparatus used in this experiment wau a

hand-held video computer game manufactured by.the

Tandy Corporation and sold by Radio Shack Electronics.

The object

of the game can best be described by reviewing the specification
sheets which appear in the Appendix;

The level of difficulty was

set at level 2, a moderate playtrtg speed, yet difficult enough
to be challenging to the subjects.

Timing for the experiment

was done with a Casio F-83 Chronograph.
Procedure.

ot

three groups (N=6).

The subjects were randomly assigned to one
The groups were PP, MR, and I .

Individual
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subjects
were tested in the experimenter's office.
.
~

,.

A script was

~

used to maintain consistency, uniformity of instruction• directions,
and presentation by the experimenter.
Subjects were informed that this was a study to.examine per-

formance variables in video game play.
ions for the

expe~imental

the direct-·

period, and no discussion of the experiment

occurred until it had been completed.
o·f the other

g~ven

They were

experime:{l~al g~oups~

Subjects were not informed

The '?tudy was approved by the

chairman of the Human $Ubjecta.,Researcli Review Committee.
~l

three groups played the game for a five minute period.

This was done to familiarize the

subj~cts

with the particular task.

This also served as the baseline scoring period.

~he

video game

ceases to function at the conclusion of. a game• or when the computer has destroyed the

subject~•

rockets and won the game.· There-

fore, many scores were obtained for each subject during
ial period.

thi~ ~nit-

The experimenter recorded the subjects' scores at

the conclusion of each game

~uring

the five minute period.

The

mean score served as.the subject's pre-test score.
Subjects in the PP group continued to play the game for two
..

more five minute periods interrupted by a one minute rest period
between trials.
Subjects in the MR and I groups received.the treatment
condition during the second five minute period.

Following a one

..

minute rest period between trials, subjects in both groups.: were
given an abbreviated one minute <?ourse of muscle relaxation~
they were instructed to tense and

re~ax

muscles below, then

abo~~

the waist, stabalize breathing with deep breaths- and to relax.
s·ubjects in ·the MR group were read a set of scripted
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instructions asking them to visualize the video game, imagine
themselves playing the game, and strive to improve their score.
They were asked to imagine the sight, sound, movement, colors,
and overall stimuli of the g_ame.

Should a game end in their

imagination, they were instructed to reset the game and continue·
..

playing.

The MR

was~

done for four minutes.

Eollowing·a one minute .rest period9 subjects in the I group.
were given the same abbreviated one minute of relaxation.
were then read a

s~t

They

of scripted instructions asking them to

visualize themselves in.a beach .scenef
lying on a beach and relaxing.

picturing themselves

They were asked to imagine the

sight, sound, movement, colors and overall stimuli of the beach.
The I was done for four minutes.
Following another one minute rest period between the
ment condition and the post-test, subjects

ag~in

tr~at-

played the game

for five minutes, having been instructed to try to obtain their
best score.

Scores were tabulated as before, and the . game was reset

if necessary.
All subjects received a.one to five minute period of de-,
briefing which included explanations of the procedures and infQrmation regarding their

group~and

role in the study.

Subjectf?:were

asked to self-evaluate their imagery if in the MR or I groups.
All subje~ts reported that it was ea.sy to stay on the rehearsa;t:
or.interference task.

Any subject questions were answered~ and

~h~y were thanked for participating

Results.

and dismissed.

Scores for all subjects were totalled and a mean

score for trials one and three was calculated.

Mean

differ~nce

scores were calculated between Trial 1 and Trial 3 scores.
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The range and SD were also calculated.

These data appear

in Table I ..
An analysis of variance for a randomized block design

(Bruning & ~intz, 1975) was calculated to determine if there

were ant group differences.

An F (2 9 15)

~

3.94,

l!.

.05

was obtained.

T-tests for independant means were calculated between all
groups.

Ct

(10)

:r.

PP was shown to be significantly more effectiv& than

= 2.68,

. 1arge mean

~

.05).

d~fference

different from PP
when comparing

~

Ct

MR was compared to PP, and

desp~te

a

score, ·MR was not shown to be significantly
(10)

= 1.18,

E. _.10). This was also the case:-

to I (t. (10) = 1.43, I?.

.10).

Because of the

lack of statistical significance, the null hypothesis that pp·
-.

would be superior to MR and that MR would be superior to I eould
not be rejected.

However, consistent with all expectations, PP

resulted in the highest mean improvement,

followed.by·~m,

and

with I demonstrating little or no improvement.
Discussio~~

The results of this pilot.study indicated a

mean improvement of scores on the video game task in •the pp arid
.. ··

MR groups, while the I group demonstrated an actual loss in performance ability as indicated by the lowered mean sc·ore. _.
..

Thj.s study d<?es foll.ow a trend reported throughout the literature.

PP did demonstrate the greatest improvement in per-

formance b~sed on mean score, which.~upports ~he earlier MR
literature.

MR following PP also was

the literature.

consisten~

with trends in

As indicated many times in reports of MR experi-

ments, MR appeared to facilitate improved performance, although
not in a statistically significant manner.

I decreased in score,
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TABLE
MEA~,

GrouE,
pp

MR
I

sn,

AND.· - RANGE

-Mean
+180.2
+ 88.3
2.5

-

I
OF

PILOT

DA.TA

140.8

400.4

126.8
46.8

3.3.3.l
23z.4

SD

Range.
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and. this might be attribute.d to the conflicting imagery of the
beach scene.

Given the limits-of the pilot study and the lack

of additional comparison groups, it is difficult to make any
definitive statements.
While

t~ere

was a large mean difference in acorea between PP

and MR, it ca.n be n_oted that. statistica~ly, MR CQuld be said to be
equ~ly

effective in improving per_formance as PP.

Despite the lack of statistical significance, this design and
·exper?-Jnent.merited further study.
com~ined MRiPP should be used.

Additiona1 groups of NP and

This would extend the pilot study

closer toward being consistent with designs noted in the recent

~

literature.
The pilot study

grou~~

were made up of too few subjects (N=6).

This needed to be extended to include more subjects·, .possib]J as
many an N=20 per group.
The range and SD scores indicate a wide variation in individual
subject performance.

Increasing the number of subjects might serve

to better balance the wide range of scores.

Both the MR and I

groups had subjects with very wide deviations from the mean, and
PP had one individual who improved ?is score by over 400 _points.
The measurement device . was shown to be
.

adequat~
.

both in terms

of measurement ease and effectiveness, and in subjects' reports
that the device held their interest .and made MR
~he

ea~y ~o perfo~.

experimental design was basically adequate and the procedures

were easily carried out.
Further study should modify the number of
a combined MR/PP group as well as an NP group.
were made and incorporat7d into the

t~esia

subject~,

and

a~~

These modifications

experiment.
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Summary and Statement of Hypothesis.

inveatigate

para~ete~s ~f

This thesis will

MR by designing and impiementing an

,xperiment which incorporates significant

as~ects

literature and includes suggestions made by

of th& MR

p~evious rea~~rchers

in the field of MR.
The dependent variable is improved performance scores in
The independent variable is the type

video computer game· play.
of treatment condition:

PP, MR/PP, MR, NP, and I.

The hypothesis is that MR facilita·tes improved performance
on video game play.

A second hypothesis is that combined MR/PP

may demonstrate the greatest improvement in scores.
the order of improved scores will be as follows:

NP, and I.

The

experim~nt

following sections.

·pp,

Further~

MR/P~, ~'

was conducted as described in the

CHAPTER II
METHOD
SUBJECTS
The subjects were 100 voluntary participants from upper
and lower division psychology courses_ at Portland S.tate University.
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mal~s

The

subjee.~

poptil.ation consl:-sted of 67 females and

between the ages of 18 to 42 years.

Experience with

yideo game play ranged from less than once weekly to seven times
week1y, however, no subject had ever played the particular
measurement device used in this study.
chology

~epartment

In some cases psy-

instructors gave extra credit to experiment

participants, so a record was kept of all subjects participating,
and a list of these individuals was given to.all instructors to
insure that participants received credit.

This study was ap-

proved by the Human Subjects Research Review ·committee to in,.·
sure the

protec~ion

arid,safety of the

subjects~-

APPARATUS
The measurement device for the present experiment was the
Cosmic Fire-Away hand-held video computer game used in the pilot
study.

It is manufactured by Tandy porporation, and is sold by

Radio Shack Electronics stores.

The selection of the hand-held

video computer game was based on several factors:

the game can

be described by the measurements of motor response variables of
MR tas=ka as described in the Introduction;
on

the varied continua suggested;

device to MR experimentation;

ul i

it could be placed

it is a novel measurement

it provides a multitude of stim-

such as color, sound, movement,

spe~d,

·-

and requires different
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movement of the right and left hands to successfully play the
game;

it is sel_f-scoring, terminates play automatically and is

equally controlled for all subjects;

it is timely in

recent interest in video computer games;

of

it ia easily under-

stood by subjects, and requires only a brief
for subjects to become familiar with it;

lig~t

orientati~n

period

and, the relevance of

using video computer games is further supported in that educators
and training instructors
have advocated the use of video gain.es
to
..
......... .
'

enhance

clas~room

and military learning (Bal1 & Ball, 1979_;

.Jones,

Kennedy, & Bittner, 1981).
The play parameters of the game ean be best

describ~d

viewing the specification data which appears in the

by

r~

The

~ppendix.

l'evel of difficulty was set at Level 2, a moc:Ierate p1:aying speed,
yet

dif~icult

enough for it to be challenging to the

subj~cts.

Timing for the experiment was done with a Casio: J-100
chronograph.
PROCEDURES
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of five experimental groups.

The five experimental conditions were ordered on

the data sheets (PP, MR, MR/PP, I, NP), and as subjects came to
the experimenter's office they were assigned to an experimental
group based upon which condition appeared next on the data sheets.
In some cases subjects did not atten'd at the assigned time, so
the next subject to attend received the treatment condition
initially assigned to the .non-attending subject.- The five groups
were identified by the experimental condition they received.
was a physical practice group;

PP

MR was a mental rehearsal group;
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MR/PP was a mental practice and physical practice group which
received equal portions of MR and PP, counter~balanced (10
subjects MR/PP and 10 subjects PP/MR) to control for any ordering effects;

I

wa~

an interference mental rehearsal group;

NP was a no practice group•

and

Each group consisted of 20 subjects

for a total of N=lOO.
All subjects played the game for five minutes to familiarize
themselves with the task.

This was Trial 1.

$cores were obtained

for each game played during this five minute period, and a mean
score was determined.

This mean score served as the pre-test

baseline.
Subjects in the PP group played

t~e

game for another five

minutes during the intervention phase {Trial 2).

Scores were

obtained, but were. not used.
Subjects in the MR, MR/PP, and I groups received the treatment conditions.

All subjects in these groups were given a one

minute abbreviated relaxation

p~riod.

The script for this instruct-

ed relaxation can be reviewed in the Appendix.

~he

MR subjects

.. .

were then instructed from the script to visualize the game in
their imagination, and to imagine themselves playing it.

They did

this for the remaining four minutes of ·the treatment condition.
The subject.a in the .MR/PP group did both MR and PP for a two
min-qte period each.
counter-balanc~ng.

Whether MR or PP was done first depend.ad upon
Subjects assigned to the MR/PP counter-balanced

group relaxed, did mental rehearsal for two minutes, and played
the game for two minutesf

subjects in the PP/MR condition played

the game for two minutes, relaxed for one minute, and then·mentally
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rehearsed for two minutes.

Scores were obtained for the physical

practice period, but were not used.

Subjects in the I group

relaxed, were instructed to visualize themselves on their favorite beach, and to imagine

themse~ves

in the beach scene.

script for this I: can be reviewe·d in the Appendix.

The

These sub-

jects did this mental rehearsal for four minutes of the treatment condition.
The subjects in the NP group were given a video game catalog
and instructed to read the game descriptions.

They were

ask~~

to circle games they might like to play on a corresponding page.
They did.this for the five minutes of the treatment condition.
All subjects then played the video game for a final five
minute period.
lated.

S.cores were obtained and a mean score was

T'his mean score served as the post-test performance measure.

This flnal five minute period
A sample
and

caleu--~

score~

d~ta

~as

Trial 3.

sheet as used to record subject information

appears in the Appendix.

The entire study was conducted over a period of two weeks.
Each subject completed their participation in the study over a
twenty minute period.
office.

All subjects were tested in the experimenter's

Upon completion of the experiment, all subjects were ex-

plained their role in the stµdy, the
further debriefed.
.
. ;

~ature

.of the study, .and were

Subjects.•
questi.ons were answered, they were
.
.

thanked for their participation and were dismissed.

DATA

.ANALYSIS

It was hypothesized in this study that MR would facilitate
improved performance scores in video computer game play.

A sec-

ondary hypothesis which waa suggested by s.ome reports in the
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literature,· was that MR/PP combined might demonstrate the greatest improvement in scores.

It was further

hypotb~sized

that the

order of improvement scores from greatest to least improvement
woul.d be as follows:

PP, MR/PP, MR, NP, and I.

The data analysis consisted of
ling the scores for Trials l and 3.
was then calculated.

A

fi~st

gathering then total-

A mean score for each Trial

di ff erene.e score between Trials 1 and 3

was determined, and this score demonstrated either a performanc•
increase or decrease after Trial 2 or the intervention phase.

The

mean increase or decrease was then converted to a percent score.
As subjects served as their own controls, a series of t-tests·
for related measures

was calculated to examine if significant im-

provement occured after Trial 2 (Bruning & ·Kintz, 1977).

An analysi&::of variance for completely randomized design
(Bruning & Kintz, 1977) was done to examine between group differences.
Further, t-tests for independant measures were to be conducted between treatment groups should the analy.sis of variance
have demonstrated between group differences.

This did not

occur;~

t-tests were not indicated as the analysis of variance demonstrated
no significant differences

the treatment conditions.

~ong

Further data analysis was done to examine aspects of sex
differences, video game experience, age,· and a time of
.

pl~y

.

The data analysis as described above is reviewed in the
Resul.ts section.

variable.

CHAPTER III

RESULTS
The scores obtained in Trials 1 and 3 were totalled and a
mean score calculated for each subject in each Trial.

A mean

difference score illustratin,g either an increase or decrease in
performance was obtained. for each subject.

The mean increase or

decrease was then converted to a percent score.

The mean point

and percent scores were totalled and a group mean calctµated for
each of the five

treatm~nt

groups.

were conducted for each group to
nificant
Trial 2.

T-tests for related measures

determi~e

if

st~tistically s1~

in group perf orman~ scores occurred after

improvemen~

All groups demonstrated a statistically significant

improvement

betw~en

Trial 1 and Trial 3 scores.

These data

appear in Table II along with range and SD scores.
An analysis of variance for completely randomized design was
calculated to examine within and between group differences.

It

was determined t_hat no statistically significant differences

b~-:

tween groups occurred. (F (4, 95) :: 1.81, E_ ).20).

The analysis ,

of variance result~ appear in Table III.
It was proposed that t-tests for
independent means.would be
.
.

calculated to determine if statistically significant.differences
occurred between experimental groups.

The

res~ts

of variance indicated this was.not necessary.

of the analysis

A singlet-test

for independent means was done comparing the two groups demonstrating the greatest mean differences:
cant difference resulted (t (38)

= 1.88,

PP and I.
~).10).

No signifi.It was there-

fore concluded that since no statistically significant differences
occurred between the groups with the greatest mean difference,

176.1
126.9

308.3
399.6
34.3.1.
378.3
289.8

2,38.5
184.9
202.2
162.9

MR

MR/PP

I

NP

TABLE

III

543.9

523.9

378.7

386.9

619.2

Range

118.9

136.5

92.5

96.6

108.l

SD
~

82

SS

984831.0
68951.7
Between group
Within group
914979.3

Source

l.?462.9.

9631.4 ..

95.

ms

4

99

df

l.81

F

p

>~·20

4.77

5.46

. 143

<•001

<.001

<.001

6.65 -

91
125

<.01

p

<.001

3.75

t.

6.85

74

% Imp.

/LNALYSIS OF VARIANCE·- COMPLETELY RANDOMIZED DESIGN

158.l

161.2

78.5

....._. ........

229.8

,....

m Imp.

pp

m T3

m Tl

GROUP

Total

II

MEAN.Tl, T3, AND IMPROVEMENT~ RANGE, SD, AND
MEAN % IMPROVEMENT WITH ! AND !: STATISTIC

TABLE

00

VI
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no further t-tests were necessary.
From these data it can be determined that while the performance scores of ali groups improved after the Trial 2 phase,
none of the five groups demonstrated a·statistically significant
improvement when compared to the other groups.
.

.

percent improvement

scor~s

While the mean

indicated that MR improved performance,

so did all the other groups (MR/PP, I, NP, and PP).

The nul.1

hypothesis could not be rejected.
The secondary hypothesis that MR/PP combined might demonstrate
the greatest improvement in mean score was not supported.

Rank

ordering of the groups by mean pe·rcent improvement scones from
greatest.to least indicated that I improved more than MR/PP (I=

143% improvement a~d MR/PP
A'

= 125%

improvement).

further hypothesis that if MR/PP did not demonstrate great-

est improvement the order would be PP, MR/PP, MR, NP, and I was
also not supported.
improved as follows:

The rank ordering showed that the groups
I, MR/PP,

~m,

NP, and PP.

With the exception that MR did improve.:

perform~~ce

on video

computer game play.as indicated by mean percent improvement scores
(as did all other groups), the lack of statistical significance
does not support any·of the three proposed hypotheses.
Additionally, the data for the MR/PP group was examined.
In this group subjects had been counter-balanced to control for
possible ordering effects of MR/PP.

Subjects who received MR/PP

improved a mean. percent of 12.0, and subjects who received. ·PP/MR
improved a mean ,percent of 129.
tistically significant.

This 9% difference. was not ·sta-

No 'ordering effect occurred in this group.
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The mixed and atypical results of the initial data analysis
required'that some further aspects of the data be examined.

!!:!. differences. A mean percent improvement score was
calculated for males and females (N=33 and N=6? respectiv~iy).

Males demonstrated an improvement of.104% and.females demonstrated
an improvement of 102% ac~oss all groups.

The results of these

mean scores when examined by a t-test for independent means
showed no significant difference (.t ( 98·) = .05,

E.>. 20).

Mean percent improvement scores for males and females were
calculated for each

o~.the

rive treatment conditions.

As indicated

in Table IV, males demonstrated the greater mean percent ·improvement in the PP, MR/PP, and NP groups, while females demonstrated
·the greater mean percent improvement in the MR and I groups.

The

~

greatest mean difference occured in the I group, with males.improving a mean' percent of . 59, while females improved a mean percent
of 179.

.

This mean difference of 120% was examined with a t-test

for independent means, and results indicated no significant difference between improvement scores Ct (l.8) = 1.87, l!).lOJ.

No

further analysis was done as the greatest mean difference was'not.
.

•.

significant.
Trial 1 mean sc.ores were examined for both sexes to determine
if either sex

score~

higher on the.initial tria1.

ing score for males was

251~6

The mean start-

points9·while the mean starting

scor& for females was 179.9 points.

A t-test for ind·ependent

means illustrated no significant difference Ct (98)

= 1.94-

1

E,).10).

No further analysis of sex differences was done.
Video game experience.

It was speculated that prior video

game experience·might affect performance scores on this study, so
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TABLE

IV

SEX.9 -MEAN % IMPROVEMENT, AND DIFFERENCE
BY TREATMENT G:Roup·

Sex

*· .

Treatment Group

.

pp

MR

MR/PP

I

NP

121

89

137

59

116

Females*

58

92

120

179

63
.

Difference

63+

120•

53+

Males+

+ : Most improvement by Males

••-See·text for explanation

3•

17+

• = Most

improvement by Females
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data were collected on how frequently subjects played video
games on a weekly basis.

Two categories were established:

less than once weekly and more than once weekly.

The range of

experience reported by all subjects (N=lOO) was from 0 to
times per week;

however~

by

7

the category system, subjects who

played less than once weekly greatly outnumbered the remaining
subjects (N=63 played
once or more week1y).

once weekly, while N=37 played°

less~than

The mean times played per week was-0.8.

Mean percent improv_ement scores were
categories.
treat~ent

Experi.enc~d . viQ._~o~

game players.

conditions by a mean of

improved a mean of 113%,

a

cal~ulated

me~n-

for __ both

~proved .. ac.ros' ~l

82%,, while inexperienced players

difference of 31%.

This ditf erence

was not statistically significant (t (8) = z.09, E>.10)~
Further calculations were done to compare experienced p1ayera
to inexperienced players by treatment
in Table V.

group~

These data appear

The greatest difference in mean improvement occurred

in the MR/PP group; with inexperienced players iillproving
experienced players improving 56%..
tically significant (t: (18)

= 2.45,

154%, and

This 98% difference was statis~( ~~?>~~

~l

other mean dif-

ferences by group were so low as to not be significant.

It was speculated that experienced video game players would
demonstrate a higher starting score than inexperienced players on
Trial l scores.
score of
This

Experienced players

demon~trated

a mean starting

246.7 points, while inexperienced players scored 180.6.

diff~r,nce

of 66.l points was not significant (t (8) =

2.2~;

E) .10).
Further examination of video game experience was not done.
Age differences.

As a

major~ty

of the subject population fell
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TABLE

V

EXPERUNCE,.MEAN %IMPROVEMENT AND DIFFERENCE
'.

BY TREA'h¢MT GROUP

.

.

Treatment Group

Experience

Experienced

-

.

pp

HR

64

83

56

137

72

146

90

0

12

MR/PP

I

• NP

.,

*

Inexperienced*

81

95

154

Dif fer~nc0

17

12

98

"

Inexperienced players made superior improvement in all groups
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below the age of 22 years (N=67, l.8 to 21 years, and N=33, 22 to
42 years) an obvious split is apparent.

A coarse analysis of

age difference and mean improvement-was done.

The mean age of

ye~rs.

all subjects (N=lOO) was 21.9

A mean percent improvement score was calculated for subjects
18 to 21 years of age, and subjects 22 to 42 years of age.

The

mean percent improvement for these ~roups was 105% and 98%

7%.

respectively, a difference of
istically significant•
Playing time.

No further

This difference was not stat.~.nalysis

A.last variable, that.of minutes played was

-

examined.

of age data was done.

i

Since the PP group was the only one to play for 15

minutes and all others played for 10, the PP scores after_ ~O
minutes of play wer: examined.

NP, and I) improved

S.ince all other .groups (MR, MR/PP,

signif~cant1y

pl~y

over that 10 minutes of

(see Table 2), a mean score for the Trial 2 phase was calculated
for PP subjects.

As noted in Procedures, these scores were gathered.

but not used in the
A

t-test for

ini~ial

rel~ted

analysis.

means showed no significant improve-

ment between Trial l and Trial 2 in the PP group Ct (18)

I?.>•10).

This was different than al1 other

grou~a

= 1.96,

after io minutes

of playing time.
~urther,

t-tests for independent means were computed.

compared mean percent improvement of PP {50%) to o-_;ther
10 minutes of playing time.

I and MR/PP

These

gro~ps

atte·r

-(the·two~groups demon~

strating the greatest mean percent improvement with l.43% and 125%

respectively) were shown to have improved significantly more than
PP on the time variable (.t (38) = 2.53, ~< .02 (I);

;e. ( .02 (MR/PP)).

t· (38.}..=

2.64,

However, while: NP and MR also improved rn&re than
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PP after 10 minutes of playing time (82% and 91% respectively)
there was

no statistically significant difference when compared

to PP Ct (38)

= 1.45,

E.).10 .. (NP);

t (38) ·= 1.60, :E?.>•10 (MR)).

In summary the data from this experiment yields widely

varied

~nd

mixed results which are highly atypical of the reports

in the MR literature and of the pilot study.

The implications

of the~e results will be reviewed in· the Discussion.

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION
The results of the present study are atypical of reports in
.

•··

the MR literature, do not coincide with the results of the pilot

study, and do not support any of the three hypotheses suggested.
The first hypothesis that MR facilitates improved performance
""

on video game play was

n~t

supported by the data.

While MR did

improve performance based upon mean percent improvement scores,
these data were not statistically significan·t.

AU five of the

experimental groups improved their performance significantly between Trial 1 and Trial 3;

~

however, when the groups were compared

to each other to determine if any experimental group significantly
improved

p~rformance,

none was shown to be superior.

The three

groups which received an MR exercise (I, MR/PP, and MR) demonstrated greater mean percent improvement than the ·groups that did
not receive an MR exercise (PP and NP);
were not.significant.

however, the improvements

The null hypothesis could not be rejected.

A second hypothesis based on the literature review was that

MR/PP might demonstra:e the greatest improvement in performanc·e.
This was also rejected.

The I group showed a greater mean percent

improvement than the·MR/PP group, although not a statistically significant one.

A final hypothesis that should MR/PP not exceed PP in improving performance, the rank order of improved performance
would be PP, ~R/PP, MR, NP, and I was also rejected by the data.
The rank ordering of the groups from greatest to least mean
percent improvement was not as predicted, and I, MR/PP, MR, NP
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and PP was the resultant rank order.

This final hypothesis

was also rejected.
These data, which are in conflict with the literature and
with the earlier pilot study, are very atypical.
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y~ars

effec.tive

Trends in over

of experimentation on MR have.·indicated that MR was more
tha~

NP, but less effective than PP in improving.per-

formance (MacKay, 1981).

More recent trends have shown MB/PP
.

.

combined to be more effective
than., MR .alone and '.possib1y as e·f. ..
fective as PP in some tasks (Johnson, Note 2;
No reports in the literature reviewed for the

Oxendine, 1969).
p~e·sent

study de-

scribed results consistent with the data for this ·study;·::,
The present study attempted to control many variables ·which
the literature suggested were confounded in MR research.

Sucp

aspects as limiting MR to five minutes (Johnson, Note 2), relaxation to

enh~nce

imagery (Mahoney, 1979;

Suinn, 1972. 1977),

instructed MR (Johnson, Note 2) 1 combined MR/PP
McBride & Rothstein, 1979;

(Egstrom~

1964;

Oxendine, 1969), a period of practice

time to familiarize subjects with the task to be rehearsed

1960;

Richardson, 1967a, b;

(Cla~k,

Smyth, 1975), and the addition of

an Interference mental rehearsal group which rehearsed an unrelated task (Richardson, 196?a;
orated into the

prese~t

study.

Samuels, Note 1) were incorpThe previous researchers had sug-

gested that controlling these methoaol.O.gicai inadequacies_ might
result in

a clearer

In the

pr~sent

understanding of the phenomenon of MR.·
study with these variables controlled, results

still demonstrate different findings than the literature suggests.
Because of these atypical findings, we will . discuss these results
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in both genera1 and specific areas.

The general area wil1 ad-

dress results which conflict with MR

literatu~e,

speci~i~

and the

area, which will be issues pertinent to the present st-udy, may
account for some of the
General.

findings•

unusu~l

Richardson (1967a) suggests that PP demonstrates:

the greatest improvements in performance followed by MB and NP.
In effect, Richardson (1967a) is

.st~ting

that nothing substitutes

for actual physical practice to improve performance on a task.
The MR studies reviewed in his report support his finding.
present

find~ngs

refute that.

Of the five

PP showed the least mean percent

experiment~l

The

groups.

improvement~

A· possible explanation of experimental fatigue woul-d seem
unlikely due to the brevity of time subjects were involved in the
task (15 minutes).

Yet when the PP group was compared to the

other four groups on the time of play variable, even

afte:~

10

minutes of play (comparable to the total playing time of the other
four groups) PP had not demonstrated significant improvement in
performance.

tt seems possible that on the video computer game

task c.ontinued play (PP) might not improve performance to the --

degree that Richardson (1967a) would suggest.
The.I group,-_ while not statistically significantly better
than the other groups, did demonstratte
improvement (143%).

t~e gre~test ~ean

percent.

It might be suggested that as the PP.group

demonstrat;e~ the least mean perc_ent improvement (74%) whil~ p1ay-

ing almost continuously, and the I group demonstrated the

gre~t

est mean percent improvement with the least video game related
time, doing a relaxation exercise and imagining something other
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than video· game play might .be the best thing to do if trying
to improve performance on-this level ~f task.

While this is

contrary to what the literature reports about practice.being
.

.

the best to impro·ve performance, it may be that the heightened
arousal of continued play, the continual responses to rapidly
changing stimuli,. and the

~ace

of a

v~deo

to diminish performance capability.

computer game served

The rest, relaxation, and

even imagery of the computer game might benefit subjects more
than continued practice.-

This might. be a tenuous explanation

in light ·of the close m.ean percent fl:nprovement of the MR/PP
group (125%), yet that group also relaxed
the Trial 2 phase of the experiment.

.~nd

practiced MR in

This aspect might bear

further discussion.
· Mahoney (1979) in his article about interventions for. use
in athletic training, suggests that literature has noted that
higher arousal interferes with performance involving complex
skills, fine muscle movement, steadiness, coordination, and·
general concentration.

Too much arousal, or heightened responsive-

ness to stimuli has been shown to decrease performance.

An

intervention strategy for arousal control in athletes has been
training in. mus·c1e relaxation, breathing, and self-talkf

these·

features, which occur in a portion of the MR process, and have

been shown to be successful with athletes, may be analgous to
'

.

what happened with the groups of subjects·in the present

stu~y.

While not conclusive evidence, the results in the present study
might support the data from sports.psychology as described by
Mahoney ( 1979) •
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As there were no sex differences and no age related differences of significance, it would appear that the sex and age
of the players do not effect performance improvement across any
of the experimental groups.

..

well;

Males and females played equally

however, males did somewhat better in PP, MR/PP, and NP

groups, while females did better in the MR and I groups.

Sub-

jects under the age of 22 years played as well as subjects over
22 years of age.

Richardson (196?a) suggested that future

reae~rch-in

MR

should examine subjects games ability, imagery ability, and
motor ability.

That sugges.tion may have relevance to this study

since these issues were not addressed in the selection or grouping of sujbects in the present study.

It is possible that these

abilities would have an impact on the results of research

wlii~h

use video computer game tasks.
There are no other general areas of consistency between the
reported literature and the present study.
s·pecific.

Chapte_r I of the present study identified con-

ceptual considerations of the empirical findings in MR research.
Three areas of conceptual consideration were reviewed:

cognitive

response variables {those which involve mental, cognitive, and
symbolic rehearsal itself);

motor response variables (those

tasks used to measure MR effectiveness);

and cognitive-motor

response variables (those involved.in the process of MR from
learning, rehearsaing, and performing the behavior to measurement of the outcome).

The present

~tudy

suggests that by re-

viewing some of these considerations, further explanations of
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the results may be determined.
Cognitive response variables.
gested, and Samuels (Note l)
into his study on MR.

and

incorporate~ ~he

use of an I group

Unfortunately, his data are not available,

no comments on the impact

reported.

Richardson (1967a) sug-

ol the

~nterf erence

MR group are

It is not yet known how this type of group performs

on ~R tasks, as .there is no evidence ~bout their improvement
available.

The results of the

pre~ent

study are.in direct con-

tradiction with the pilot study in which subjects decreased in
performance.

~t

is not understood why in the present study

such a dramatic reversal would occur when con'ditiona were held
constant for both e~periments.
the

~;

It would seem.that the rolee of

group in MR studies· is yet to be

Anecdot~lly._9.

dete~mined.

subjects in the present study reported go·od

mental imagery during the MR in Tria1 2.

Powell (1973) noted

that what a subject imagines when doing MR has an impact on the
eventual behavioral outcome.

Based on the

informat~on

provided

·by the subjects in the present st·udy that they viewed themselves
successful. in beating the machine, and.that they were able to maintain the.ir imagery, Powell 'a (1973) contention would· be supported.
Some further isaues in cognitive response

v~riables ar~

those

·of symbolized de.sired performance outcome (Johnson, Note 2), and
familiarity with the task to be rehearsed (Clark, 1960).
wil1 be reviewed in the section on.motor response

They

variables~.as

there may be a_relationship between·symbolized desired performance
and familiar1ty with the measurement task used to assess· MR effectivehess.
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Motor response variables.

-

present study

The data and results in the

.

~re

most consistent with the literature of MR that

is concerned with the area of motor response variables, or those
tasks used to measure MR effectiveness.
in the literat·ure review, this area
difficul..ty.
tasks.

Unfortunately, as noted

presen~s

the most conceptual

There is a lack of operational definitions concerning

Richardson {196?a) noted that investigators have· not re-

ported information re_garding the reliability or appropriateness
of tasks selected to
have

repor~ed

me~sure

however, _these investigators

on the effectiveness of MR without criti9ally eval-

uating the:-- taskS.•used.
difficult.

MR;

This makes clear- evaluation of findings

Since the area of motor response variables (task)

was suggested by the present study to be the most problematic,
and since the data in the present study are most consistent with
reports in the MR'literature related to task problems," it is possible that the present

~esults

reviewing motor response

o~

can be evaluated by more closely

task variables.

Johnson' (Note 2) suggests that for, MR to ·be effective,.
subje~ts

should be able to symbo1ize a desired successful per-

formance outcome.

It is possible that the video game task itself

does not lend a clear successful performance

~utcome.

The highly

varied and random configurations of the game may prevent the subject from doing this.

While a subject may know that s/he must

fire missiles at the invaders while moving the toggle to avoid
destruction by. the invader's bombs,· carrying out these behavi·ors·
-·,f.
under the demands of the computer game while in the playing phase
of the experiment might be too difficult.

While subjects reported
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anecdotally that their MR was successful and effective, it is
possible that the actual transition from MR to playing did not
occuro

This successful symbolized performance outcome may

dependent upon a more stable

task~

be

This will be addressed later,

as these related issues might help to explain the results in the
present

study~·

' Investigators have commented on MR effectiveness relative
to

t~sk

Corbin (1967 l,.

simplicity or complexity.

Wichman {19?8), and Phipps and

M~rehouse

Mendoz~

to

and

{1969) suggest that

MR is more effective when used with simple tasks.

Smyth (1975)

suggested.that 8: complex task be used to measure.the effectiveness of MR;

one which was novel and had been w&ll thought out

by the investigator should be used.
A continuum approach was suggested as a method to assess
task complexity.

As there are no operational definitions· for

what makes a task simple or complex, th.e present study suggested
placing .tasks along a continuum from simple to complex based on
number, kind, range of movement, and the rate of response to stimI

uli required .to successfully complete the task.
It' . is suggested that the video computer game is a comple?C
task.

Other tasks such as mirror drawing, pursuit rotor, and

juggling have also been described as complex tasks.

Simple tasks

have been reported to be basketball·free-throws, kicks, and dart
throwing.

By comparing the video game with previously used tasks

along the continuum by the dimensions of number, kind, range of
movement, and rate of response to

~t~muli,

it may be established

that the video game is in most resp~c~s more complex than those
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previously used to measure MR.

Past literature reports show

MR to be less effective with complex tasks.

This task may have

been too complex to be sensitive to improved performance by MR.
For example, mirror drawing consists of looking into a

mirror, plAeing pencil to paper, moving the hand, and drawing
a modeled object (Smyth, 1975).

Pursuit rotor tasks consist of

holding the wand, attempting to place the stylus tip on the dot
on the revolving turntable, and keeping pace (with the stylus:'
tip on the dot) as the turntable rotates.(Smyth, 1975.).

Juggling

tasks (Corbin, 1967) consist of constant movemen·t of the head,
arms, and hands, a much wider range of

m~vement,.and

sponses to stimuli to perform the task successfully
mirror drawing or pursuit rotor.

faster reth~n

do

It is suggested that juggling

would be more complex than mirror drawing

or·pur~ui~

rotor, ·and

that when placed along the continuum of f~atures mentioned above,
would be closer to complex, ·with pursuit rotor and mirror:.drawing
0

moving toward simple respectively.

A task such as dart throwing

would be very close to simple, and Mendoza and Wichman {1978)
have called their dart throwing task a simple one.
Corbin (1967) reported that covert rehearsal (MR) was not
effective in· facilitating

developme~t~f

skilled

within the conditions of his juggling experiment.

per~ormance

Corbin (1967)

suggests that task complexity (juggling) and difficulty might
relate to the effectiveness of MR.

Smyth (1975) also reported

that MR_ was effective only with one group on her mirror drawing
task, and not effective in the pursuit rotor one.

All of these

reports suggest that.on tasks which· are complex MR .may not be an
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effective way to improve performance.
The video computer game task would be placed along the
continuum between pursuit rotor and juggling.

The video game

.

.

task in the present study consisted of multiple movements (both,

in'number and kind) of both hands (right thumb pressing down a
button;

left thumb controlling a toggle laterall.y), and while

the· range of movement is limited, the rate of
uli (both visual. and motor) is continuous.

~esponding

to stim-

Based on the operation-

al criteria·,. the task would seemingly be more complex than mirror
drawing and pursuit rotor, but less complex than juggling.

Sinee.

mirror drawing, pursuit rotor, juggling, and this

video

hand-he~d

game have not demonstrated significant improvement with MR, it
migbt'be said that this video computer game falls within a group
~f

complex tasks

performance.

~hich

may not be receptive to MR for

improv~d

It must be noted however, that both MR/PP and MR

groups did demonstrate mean percent improvement scores of 125%
and 91% respectively, more than NP or PP (82% and 74% respectively),
and alt.hough not significant, it is still conceivable that under
appropriate conditions MR might be effective at· improving per.:
formance on complex tasks-,

Task complexity :is an area tha·t

should be investigated.further.
A method to do.this given the same video computer game task,
might be to break the task into two .parts:
avoiding invader's bombs.

Subjects

~ight

firing missiles and
fi,rst mentally

re~earse

avoidance_ maneuvers 9, and t.hen- actually play the game to avoid
bo~bs..

L~ter, subj~cts

might mentally -re.hearse launching missiles,

then play the game and launch missiles.

Breaking down complex
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tasks into

compone~t parts~

much like the Behavioral concept

of successive aproximation to learn a complex behavior chain,
might be improved by MR first in parts, then assimilated into
the whole of the task.

The findings of this study suggest fur-

ther research in this area.
There are two areas of concern relative to the issue of
task familiarity and the present study.
First, there is the issue of experiment-specific task familiarity, or how much time a subject spends with a task to become familiar with it prior to MR.
or importance here;

This is not of major concern

however, it can be noted tpat since no suhf-

jeot had played the video game which served as the measurement
device,: the experiment-specific familiarity was held constant.
It appears that the five-minute Trial l period was adequate to
familiarize subjects with the parameters of play.

That .a fam-

iliarization period for sujbects to learn the task is necessary
is well documented in the literature (MacKay, 1981;
196?ai

Richardson,

Smyth, 19?5) and supported by the present study.

All groups appeared to have adequately learned the task

as

evidenced by the statistically significant mean improvement
in performan.ce between Trials 1 and 3.

These data support that

an experiment-specific familiarity is required in studies of MR
which utilize· P~-' M!VPP, MR, and NP groups.
Second, there is the area of overall familiarity.

The re-

sults of the present study indicate that experienced video game
players (those playing more than once weekly) improved a mean

.

of

82% across all experimental conditions, while inexperienced
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vide·o game players (those playing leas than once weekly)
improved a mean of 113%.

While not a statistically significant

difference (31%) these data support an important contention ·
by Clark (1960) that subjects who are experienced or familiar

with a task will improve less than naive or inexperiences subjects.

As applied to MR specifically, this conten.tion (_€1.ark,

'

1960) was' supported by only .one of the groups using ~R;
I

that

of MR/PP which combined two minutes of PP _wit·h two minutes of. MR.
In this group inexperienced players impro·ved 154% as compared with
experienced ones who improved 56%.
ist ic~lly significant.

This 98% difference was stat-

However, the other groups using MR and re-

laxation (MR and I) only demonstrated improvements of l2°fo and 9%
respectively.

If £.lark's (1960) contentions were completely

supported, the MR group should have shown greater
than it-did.

improveme~t

This did not occur.

While experienced players had higher starting scores in Trial
l than did inexperienced players (a mean difference of 66.l points),
the higher score was not significant.

MR or MR/PP did not affect

overall performance when compared to the other treatment groups.
What can be said about these data as applied· ·to overal1 task
-familiarity is that combined MR/PP is effective for

improvi~g

the performance of inexperienced subjects as indicated by the
present study.

That MR/PP or MR

al~ne

was not as effective in

subjects who were experienced with video game play supports the
reports of Clark (1960),

John~on

(Note 2), and Smyth {1975).

That MR/PP is the most efficient use of

~

to improve per-

formance has-been supported throughout the literature (Egstrom,
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1964;

MacKay, 1981;

Richardson, l96?a;

McBride & Rothstein, 1979;
Samue1s, Note l).

Oxendine, 1969;

This contention is strongly

supported by the present study as MR/PP combined demonstrated a
greater mean percent improvement than 4id MR alone, NP, or PP,
despite be·ing less effective than I.

The results of the present

study are somewhat consistent with the MR literature in this
regard.
Another area of con·ceptual concern and difficulty addre·saed
in the literature review was that· of McBride '·B' and Rothstei~l~.s

(19?9) distinction of tasks as open or closed.

The· motor

~kil1s

utilized in open tasks are called externally paced, while the
skill.a in closed tasks are cal1ed self-paced.
The present study indicated a problem with clearly distinguishing tasks as open or closed based .. on some of the definitions used
by McBride and Rothstein

(1979).

This contention was that such

areas of predictability, stability, and change as determined by
McBride and RotQ.stein (l.9?9) were relative and dependent upon the
task used.

The present study agreed that pacing (external or self-

paced) of the task was an excellent distinction.
Within the context of the

res~ts

of the present study, both

the issues of externally paced or self-paced, and open and closed
tasks apply to the video p,omputer game used.
In McBride's and Rothstein's (1979) examples, a basketball
free-throw was determined to be a closed skill' in that the goal
itself is stable, predictable, fixed, and stationary.

.

A pursuit

rotor is described as an open task as it is unpredictable,· unstable, ever-changing, and requires the anticipation and prediction,.. of a moving object.

If the pursuit rotor was placed at
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the open end of the continuum (described in the literature review) and the free-throw placed at the closed end, the video game
task would be placed toward the open end.
open than the pursuit

~~tor.

It may even be more

The object of the video computer

game is unpredictable a$ the invader's targets move constantly
and prediction is difficul.t.

it

~s

Because the game is a computer,

programmed to perform in an erratic manner, hence, the

images on the screen are both unstable and ever-changing.

Since

the targets move and drop bombs which must be avoided, the game
requires responding to moving

objec~s.,and

requires anticipation.

The video. game task is an open one.

McBride and Rothstein (1979) reported that on their tasks
(:one open and one closed).MR/PP combined demonstrated greater improvement in performance than MR or PP.

In all of their ex-

perimental conditions these skills were per;f o.rllled less accu;r.at.eiy
on the open tasks than on the closed ta&ka •
. The results of the present study, while not demonstrating
statistically significant results, support McBride and Rothstein

(1979).

The MR/PP group improved more than MR or PP in

t~e

present

s·tudy on a task which can be called open based on the McBr.ide
and Rothstein (1979) criteria.
Second, if the video game task can be called an open skill
based on the previous criteria, it ~ould also be called externally paced.

As noted earlier (Johnson, Note 2), subjects·

need to symbolize a desired performance outcome which is suecessful.. for MR to be effective.

It. is possible 'that in a mariner

similar to aspects described in simple and complex tasks, the
·.

~

video game is too open {unpredictable, unstable, ever-changing,
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and requiring too much anticipation of moving objects) and too
externally paced for subjects to symbolize the desired successful
performance out·come.
Some examples from the area of sport may more clearly

represent this concept.

Sports psychology advocates the use

of MR to facilitate improved performance on varied skil.1s
(Mahoney, 1979;

Suinn, 1972, 19?7).

Dwight Stones, _a world

class high jumper who consistently jumps 7 feet or better, has
utilized MR in over 10 years of competition.

By observing

Stones and listening to his description of his MR prior to jumping 1 one can see and understand the use of MR in a somewhat more
easily observed setting.

Stones mentally rehearses.all aspects

.r

of his jump;
prior to

the steps

take-:off~.the

•

~r

the approaeh; the plant of the foot

take-off itself, aJ:ld the clearing

of·t~e

bai:, repeatedly, until he has made the jump correctly in his men-

.

tal rehearsal.

He often repeats
this procedure until it is ab.

solutely·correct, deliberating and rehearsing each portion of his
jump until perfect in his imagination.

It is this type of sym-

bolized desired.successful performance outcome that Johnson (ljote
2) might be describing.

The high jump task also represents a

closed task, as the placement of the bar is predictable, stable,
fixed, and does not require anticipation of its moving. ·'As the
jumper can set his own pace in the jump itself, the task is selfpace~.

These considerations suggest a task which is

s~ited

for

improving performance by use of MR.

By contrast, a soccer move which consists of_ dribbling a ball
with the fee,t, running, attempting to maintain ball control,
avoiding defenders whose goal it is to interrupt progress and break
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the p1ay, and eventually setting up a pass or shot is much different than the high jump. ·Given the speed of the game and the
multitude of variables involved,

symboli~i_ng

a desired performance

outcome may occur, however, the nature of the moment in competit-·

ion may alter the desired outcome at any given time.

The game

itself is an open task, as the movement of the ball, the field,
the.defender's position and the activity of the player is constantly unpredictable, unstable, ever-changing, and requiring anticipa-

tion.

Further, the play of the

ation.

These considerations

g~~- ~s

sugge~t

an externally paced

s~tu

a task which is not well suited

to·improved performance by MR.
The high jump . t.ask could be called. a task which constitutes
an interaction between an active and a passive process, while the
soccer task c·ould be called a task which constitutes an interaction between two active processes.

The literature on MR, and

the :nesults of the present study would seem to support that ·MR
efficacy is best on a task which is like the high jump and less
on a task like the soccer game.
It may be possible that these examples are related to the
video game task.

The I group with its removal from stimU3:-i, re-

laxation, and focus on an unrelated· task for 'the use of MR might
have s·ufficiently reduced arousal to improve later performance.
The task.may not .have been suited

t~

the kind of task which is

sensitive to improve_d ;Performance by MR.

Unless the ·task is one

which can be· self-paced and not so complex-as to disrupt suecessive aproximations toward the behavior,, in a relatively stable
situation, MR may not be effective.
however.

This is not without question·

Tbe NP group for example, did not demonstrate a high
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mean percent improvement after removal from the stimuli of the
game or after completing a self-paced task, but neither did they

do MR or relaxation.
The absence of significant results in what seems to be a

well controlled study of MR supports MacKay'a (1981) observation
that interest in MR has waned due to many difficu1ties in theoretical, conceptual, and me·thodological issues.

The resul. ts of

this study suggest that before any further conclu.siona:·can be
drawn about measuring MR, more ltefined studies with varied and
complex tasks must be undertaken.

The body of

~

literature

provides parameters which have been tested and shown to be effective in learning and improving performance, and those should
not be overlooked or discarded despite the current limitations
and unanswered questions surrounding mental rehearsal.
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Appendix A:

Model Continua for Motor Response Variables

Simp1e versus Complex Continuom
Simple - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Complex'

(Tasks placed based on: number, kind, range, and rate)

Fine versus Gross Continuom

Fin~

Gf~~~

(Tasks placed based on: body areas used and range of motion)

Familiar versus Unfamiliar Task Continua

Fam. ------------- Unfam.
(General)
(Tasks placed based on subjects
general familiarity with task)

Fam.

Unfam.
(Experiment-specifi.c)
· (Tasks placed based on exp.
time allowed to familiarize}

Open versus Closed Skill Continuom
Open

Unpredictable
Unstable
Ever-changing
Anticip. moving objects.

Plosed
Predictable
Stable
Fixed'

Stationary objects

(Tasks place~ based on: relatedness to
other MR tasks on the above criteria)
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Appendix B~

Video game specifications and instructions
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Appendix B; ·video game specifications and instructions

D BATTERIES

'.
:

1. Remove battery compartment cover by sliding· in
direction of the arrow.
2. Put in 4 penlight "AA., batteries; observing + and
- terminals as indicated. For longest battery
•j
! ,
life. we recommend using ·alkaline batteries
such as Radio Shack Catalog Number 23-552.
o
/!
i....._.!?_·I
-·
3. Replace cover.
-~ j --,;.

f'

_

'

~

~-

• =-1.

• You can use an AC adapter such as Radio
·~---' .J
Shack's 270-1551 (and thus conserve battery
close fl open
power). Select the plug that will fit into jack and set tip polarity to positive. Connect
to the jack on the top of the unit. Connect the- other end to a standard AC outlet. When
an AC adapter is connected, internal batterjes are automaticany disconnected.

DHOW TO PLAY
1. Choose one of the playing speeds (1. 2, 3), slow to fast.

2. Set OFF/ON RESET Switch to ON.
3. Move the missile rudder lever from side to side to aim at invaders or UFOs. Th& missile
station explodes when struck by an invader beam.
4. Time your shots and press missile fire button to shoot at invaders.
5. Cumulative score showing total of invaders and UFOs destroyed is continuously displayed. You score ten points for hitting a UFO and from one to five points for shooting
down an Invader (depending on the Invader's position on the screen).
6. Each player has three missile stations. Gam·e ends when an stations are destroyed by
invaders, when invaders capture G zone and raise their arms in victory or \ .ihen you have
fired 250 Missiles. The player with the highest score is the winner. If r:nore than one
player gets the maximum score of 999 points, the player with the most missile stations
remaining is the winner.
7. ·When you reach 700 points, you'll get an extra Missile station and 50 Missiles.
8. Before playing again, switch OFF power and choose playing speed.
0

0 MORE FIRE-AWAY GAME IDEAS
1. ·set a time limit and compete for the highest score~
2. See how many invaders you can destroy before lqsing your missilEt station.
3. See how long you can defend the base before losing your missile station.
4. Team up.with a partner. Let him move the missile station lever. while you press the mis·
site fire button.
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Appendix C
Introduction to Experiment Script - All Groups
Subject enters and is
Experimenter:

seat~d.

Su.bject identifying data. is gath,ered.

Thank you for coming.

This is an experiment

which e2'amines performance variables in video
game play. The experiment will take twenty
minutes to complete.
You will play this game for five minutes.
Let me whow you how it works.
Experimenter demonstrates:

Instructions

This switch turns on and re-starts the game.
This toggle controls the movement of the rockets
across the surface - left to right and right
to left.
This button fires missiles at the invaders above.
The invaders drop bombs - the white blips - and
if a bomb hits a rocket the rocket is destroyed.
The game is over when' all the rockets are destroyed.
It makes a sound like this.
At that time I will record your score. Just tilt
the ga~e slightly, I will record the score, and
you re-start the game by switchin3 the reset
button.
Any questions?
(Experimenter gives game to Subject)
Subject begins play and Ex:perimenter starts the chronograph.
Subject plays the ga~e for five minutes.
records scores as they occur.
Experir.ienter:

Experi~enter

STOP.

Subject returns the game to the Experimenter.
Experimenter:

Take a uoment to relax.

We will continue shortly.

The above script is used for all subjects participating
in the experiment during the Trial l phase.

This five minute

period is to familiarize the subject' with the demands of the
videb game task.

At the conclusion of this five

~inute

period,

and dependant upon which of the treatment conditions the subject
will participate, the Experimenter turns to the next appropriate
script.

'
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Appendix C
PP Group Script
~xperimenter:

You will play the game for another five minute
period. During this five minutes do just as
you did before. Should all of your rockets be

destroyed, just tilt the game slightly so I
can record your score.
(Experimenter gives game to Subject)
Subject begins play and Experimenter starts the chronograph.
Subject plays the game for five minutes.
records scores as they occur.
Experimenter:

Experimenter

STOP.

Subject returns the game to the Experimenter.
Experimenter:

Take a moment to relax.

We will continue shortly.

The above script is used for those subjects assigned to
the PP group.

During the Trial 2 or Intervention phase of

the experiment, PP subjects play the game for a second five ·
minute period.

At the conclusion of this five minute period,

the Experimenter turns to the Trial

3 script.

15
Appendix C
MR Group Script
~xperimenter:

I want you to seat yourself comfortably.
Close your eyes and listen to my directions.
We are going to do a brief relaxation exercise.
Take two deep breaths and let them out slowly.
Now, tense the muscles in your feet, calves,
and thighs. Hold them tightly -- now relax.
Next, tense the muscles in your abdomen, chest,
and arms. Hold them tightly -- now relax.
Next, take two deep breaths and let them out
slowly.
Just relax.

Subject follows Experimenter's instructions and completes
relaxation exercise.
Experimenter:

Visualize the video game in your hands; your
left thumb is on the toggle switch and your
right thumb is on the fire button.
Visualize the targets on the screen - moving
back and forth, and down, dropping bonbs.
Listen to the sound the game makes, vrhile in
your imagination you nove the toggle to avoid
the bombs, and press the fire button to la~ncn
missiles at the invaders.
Should all your ships be destroyed, reset the
game in your i~agination, and continue to play.
rrry to make it as realistic B.S possible in your
mind, and concentrate on equalling or bettering
your scores from your last few minutes of play.

Subject performs r.1ental rehearsal for four minutes.
Experimenter::
Experimenter:

STOP.
How was your imagery?

Subject describes imagery to Experimenter.
Experimenter:

Take a moment to relax.

We will continue shortly.

The above script is used for those subjects assigned to
the MR group.

During the Trial 2 or Intervention phase of

the experiment,_ MR subjects do relaxation for one ninute and
MR for four minutes.

At the conclusion of this five minute

period, the Experimenter turns to the ·Trial 3 script.
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Appendix C

MR/PP Group Script
Depending upon the counter-balance and whether the subject is
in MR/PP or PP/MR, this script is read from the appropriate
section.

This example is for a subject assigned to MR/PP.

Experimenter:

I want you to seat yourself comfortably.
Close your eyes and listen to my directions.
We are going to do a brief relaxation exercise.
Take two deep breaths and let them out slowly.
Now, tense the muscles in your feet, calves, and
thighs. Hold them tightly -- now ~elax.
Next, tense the muscles in your abdomen, chest,
and arms. Hold them tig·htly -- now relax.
Next, take two deep breaths and let them out
slowly.
Just relax.

Subject follows Experimenter's instructions and completes
relaxation exerc:Lse.
Experimenter:

Visualize the video game in your hands4 your.
left thumb is on the toggle switch and your
right thumb is on the fire button.
Visualize the targets on the screen - moving
back nnd forth, and down, dropping bombs.
Listen to the sound the g-a.me makes, wld 1 P. in
your imag-ination you move the toggle to avoid.
the· bori'Lbs, and rress the fire button to launch
missiles at the invaders.
Should all your ships be destroyed, reset the
game in your imc:.gination, D.nd continue to play.'
T'ry to make it as re.:~listic as possible in vour
mind, and c9ncentrate on equalling or bettering
your scores from your last few minutes of play.

Subject performs mental rehearsal for two
Experimenter:
Experimenter:

minutes~(MR).

STOP.
Now you will play the gane for two n1inutes.

Work

to get your best score.
Subject plays video computer game for two minutes (PP).
Experimenter:
Experimenter:

STOP.
Ta~e

a moment to relax.

We will continue shortly.
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The above script is used for those subjects assigned to
the MR/PP group.

During Trial 2 or Intervention phase of the

experiment, 'HR/PP subjects do relaxation for one minute,
do MR for two minutes and do PP for two minutes.

As a result

of counterbalancing the order of MR/PP, 10 subjects will do
PP/relaxation/MR, and 10 subjects will do relaxation/MR/PP.
At the conclusion of this five minute period,.the Experimenter
turns to the Trial 3 script.
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Appendix C
I Group Script
)Experimenter:

I want you to seat yourself comfortably.
Close your eyes and listen to my directions.
We are going to do a brief relaxation exercise.
Take two deep breaths and let them out slowly.
Now, tense the muscles in your feet, calves,
and thighs. Fold them tightly -- now· relax.
Next, tense the muscles in your abdomen, chest,
and arms. Hold them tightly -- now relax.
Next, take two deep breaths and let them out
slowly.
Just relax.

Subject follows Experimenter's instructions and completes
relaxation exercise.
Experimenter:

Imagine you are at your favorite beach.
Visualize it in your mind.
Imagine yourself walking on the beach.
Be aware of your thoughts and feelings.
l!ook out to the water, see the sky, and
listen to the sounds of people, the roar of
the ocean and the sound of the waves.
Now lie down on the sand in your imagination.
Be aware-of how relaxed you are, and how comfortable you feel.
Just relax and hold this scene in your imagination
for a few minutes.

Subject performs mental rehearsal for four minutes.
Experimenter:
Experimenter:

STOP.

How wafl your imagery?

Subject describes imagery to Experimenter.
Experimenter:

Take a moment to relax.

1;e will continue

~hortly.

The above script is used for those subjects assigned to
the I group.

During Trial 2 or Intervention phase of the

experiment, I subjects do relaxation for one minute and I for
four minutes.

At the conclusion of this five minute period,

the Experimenter turns to the Trial 3 script.

(
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Appendix C
NP Group Script
Experimenter:

Here is a catalog which describes video game
cartridges for home video systems by Atari,

M-Network, Intellivision, and Activision.

Would you please take the next few minutes,
review the descri?tions, and select games
that you might like to play at a later time.
Please circle the title of the games on this
sheet of paper.
(Experimenter gives catalog and sheet to Subjec.t)
Subject begins to examine catalog and Experimenter starts
chronograph.
Subject selects games and circles titles for five minutes.
Experimenter:

STOP.

Subject returns catalog and sheet to Experimenter.
Ex:perimenter:

Take a moment to relax.

VJe will continue shortly.

The above script is used for those subjects assigned to
the NP group.

During the Trial 2 or Intervention phase of

the experiment, NP subjects review the catalog and select
game titles.

At the conclusion of this five minute period,

the Experimenter turns to the Trial 3 script.

I
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Appendix D
Parameters of Mental Rehearsal Data Sheet
PARAMETERS OF MENTAL REHEARSAL -- DATA SHEET
Sex:

Subject Name:
Subject No.:

Trial l

Age:

Exp. VCG (x's wk.):
Exp. w/ meas. dev.:

Int.

Trial 3

Mean Scores:

Trial 1:
Trial 3:
Improvement:
~6

Subject Name:
Subject No.:

Trial l

Sex:

Into

Age:

Trial 3

:

Exp. VCG (x's wk.):
Exp. w/ meas. dev.:
Mean Scores:
Trial 1:

Trial 3:
Improvement:
cl.
,? •

Subject Name:
Subject No.:

Trial 1:

Sex:

.!Eh

Trial 3

Age:

Exp. VCG (x's wk.):
Exp. w/ mease dev.:
Mean Scores:

Trial 1:
Trial 3:
Improvement:

%:
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